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THE OUTLOOK FOR SCHOOLING:

A SURVEY FOR INVESTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS

Where have all the young men gone?
. Long time passing
Where have all the ybung men gone?
Long time ago
Where have all the young men gone?
Gone to graveyards every one
When will they ever learn?
When will they ever learn?

B. Anderson, M. Lipton, B. Morros

Washington University, St. Louis

N

Our society has been trying. The young men, and
young women, too, have gone to school!

Schools-are one of the largest businesses in the United
States today. They consume over 7% of the GNP and
occupy the time of one-third of the population) They
were, until a short time ago, a true growth industry.

The growth seems to have flattened out,, and the
change in growth rate has caught many administrators
and public policy makers by surprise. It has also left a
number of investors in the school system -particularly
students -holding a Iii;41-priccd stock without much
current value.
- Our purpose in writing this paper is to attempt to

explain what has happened to the school business. In
preparing then paper we were driven by personal
concernwhat is our future as employeestockholders
in the school business? Iorder to help make a decision
about whether or not to stay on the job, we have looked
at some of the usually available data and rearranged it in
ways that we feel explain what has been happening in
schools. Our analysis commences with the usual over-

.
view of the marketpast, present, and future. From
there, we estimate future prospect, for the business.
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Although a sizable number of older people are going

back to school, the ,market for schooling is largely
among the young. Until six years ago, the young were a

growth industry's dream for their numbers were growing

dramatically. In 1920, for example, there were only

about 19 million people aged 14-24. By 1960 that
market had grown to 24 million, and by 1970 to 35

million.' The growth was a geometric progrepion...i-
-

The numbers enrolled in schools grew even more
rapidly. Scholars, school administrators, and teachers
were very busy in the role of advertising agents for the
school business. In the late 1950's, and pirriicularly in
the 1960's, they began to sell the public on two themes:
schools led to better jobs and higher incomes for
students who went to school, and a schooled population
led .to economic development in the nation.
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Tiny first theme led to an increased demand for
schooling, so that the industry was able to attract an
increasing percentage of young students. In 1920, only 3
million young people were enrolled in secondary of
post - secondary schools: by 1960, some 15 million were
enrolled; and by 1970, enrollment had reached almost
25 million. hi the 1920-F970 period, school enrollment
had increased 6-1/3 times, while the number of people
aged 14.24 had not even doubled.

Since schools are not really profit-making organiza-
tions, the second prong of the advertising campaign
economic development -was very important. Without
this idea, it would have been hard to convince politicians
that people who did not directly benefit from schooling
(the retired, drop-outs, and the like) should be com-
pelled to spend part of their limited income supporting
schools.' But lo! With the idea that schools 10 to
economic development (and hence to pension increases)
the advertising department scored a significant break-
through in raising investor confidence' On the basis of
that campaign, educators managed to convince the
public to increase their support of schools from about
3.4% of the GNP in 1950 (about S8.8 billion) to 7.5% in
1971 (about $78.2 billion).

While very effective, the advertising campaign was
waged with rough data. As arguments in favor of
expansion or investment were points such as:

(1) Rates of return QII investment in education,
however measured, compare favorably with rates
of return from other types of investment.

(2) There are relationships between economic growth
and increases in national expenditures for educa-
tion or in school enrollments.

.(3) As economies develop, new occupations come
into being which require more skill and education.

(4) The more ,education people have, the more they
are likely to earn over their lifetime.

(5) If relative earnings reflect a free interplay of
market forces (an "iffy" proposition), a higher
education, with its higher earnings, reflects higher
productivity from the national point of view.'

Promotion and increased market size were not the
only factors at work in enhancing the market value of
schooling during the last 10 to 15 years. During that
time much progress was made in replacing men with
machines, and the society became a technocracy.

The repEicement,of men with maehhies has been a
quiet process. There has been much talk of the impact of
automated system on employment, but little visible
evidence of widespread unemployment as a result of
automation. As Michael points out below, cyberintion
of autom lied technology has made a silent cominest of
the labor force. The silence can be accounted for, in
part, by the way in which automated systems have been



introduced. Rather than laying- off large numbers of

workers, automated systems have enabled enormous

s'ilicr(iases in productivity without increases'in the size of

the labor force.

In the highly automated chemical industry, thg
litimber. of produalotz jobs has Mien 3% 'since

1956 while output has soared "Though steel
capacity has increased 20% since 1955, the
number of men needed co' operate the industry's
plants-even at full capacity -has dropped

17,000....6

The process continues at an accelerated pace. Time
reported in 1961 that "... On the farm one man can
grow enough to feed 24 people; back in 1949 he could
feed only IS."' That was an increase of 60% on the
1949 base. In 1973, Borlaug and Brandow.reportthat
farm productivity has gone up 310% in the last 20
years.'
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however, noronry has there not been a percentage

increase hohe sic of the labor force, but the percentage

. of unemployed has remained relatively constant at

roughly 3-.5(k in the period 1220.1970 (except, of
course, for the Depression lecadi):This has hapPenedjn

spite of the increased popultion in the country and in
spite of cybernation. The point here is that- the 'con-

stancy in unemployment figures and the size of the labor

force could not have absorbed the large increase in the

population in those same years.Mhat happened, then, to

the large numbers of people who were not hi ,the labor

force nor among the unemployed?

To answer, we now turn to what we call Ifolloman's
Box. The box, shown below, was siwested to us by
Herbert Holloman of MIT. It consists of five parts. The
central part is the productive sector of the economy and
is occupied by manufacturing. service industries, and
government. To the left and right, and above and below,
of the central part are sectors of the economy which are
not dilectly productive but which are concerned with
regulation of entry into and out of the box.

olleman's BoxRepresentative Distributions'Of People As 7. of Labor Force
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As can be seen 'from Figure, 1, there has br
dramatic shift in the distribution of people in the
economy since 1920. If we consider leisure time as time
not spent on the job in 'the production (If goods and
services, their apparently what has happened is that Vie
leisge generated-by cybernation has been taken at either
end of the work' lifepeople defer entry into the labor

force to a later age, and they get out of it earlier.
Popular belief seems .tw hold that the impact of

cybernation will be solely on production and blue collar
- workers. In fact, Michael has pointed out that it will,

and is, affecting the service industries which most peal*
feel, ye- immune to the impact of automation. Stores are
replacing sale's personnel; cheaply-made equipment
eliminated the need for repair; people who have
increased leisure are apt to use sonic of the leisure time
doing work which could have been done by a serviceman,
in years past.

The impact of cybernation on schools is that schools
have served to legitimize unproductive time. Students
and teachers who would be unemployed if they were not
in schools, instead hold positions of respect and
privilege. Just as farmers are paid to keep land out of
production, these people arc subsidised by both society
and their families not to attempt to work. This has been
nil mean feat, for if schools today were to enroll
students-al the rate prevalent in 1920, both the number
of students and the number of instructors wont(' be cut
dramatically. If those students and teachers were to be
added to the labor force and be unemployed, the 1966
unemployment rate would have been. over 19% and
would be even higher today.'

The upi-hot of all this is that cybernation has*Worked
to the advantage of schools. In a real sense our invest-
ment is secure in that the society cannot afford major
cutbacks in school enrollments as they could result fir
widespread unemployment and civil unrest.

The last factor to affect the market for schooling has
been,-the development of a technocracy in the 1.1ru''d
States. Basically, what has happened is that the work f
the society has been increasfrgly broken down into
narrow'3reas of technical specialization. As the work has
become more' specialized and detailed, so have the
qualifications of the people intended to fill job
vacancies. McDonnell-Douglas isn't too interested in a
generalist any more they need engineers to design wing
flaps, production engineers to ensure that supplies of
bolts arrive at the right point on an assembly line at the
right time, and so forth.

The work of allocating human resources into
increasingly complex' job vacancies has fallen to the
schools. The allocation function begins in the early
elementaty glades and continues throughout a student's
career. The social status and occupation attained by
adults is in large measure a result of the level and type of
education they have received, as symbolized by their
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diplomas. These *educationaltredentials certify students
according to their achievement in schools, which certifi-
cation gains them access to the occupational world, the
world of status and money. The certification function of
schooling has made investment in schools attractive,
since it has reinforced the 'advertisingcampaign showing
individual wealth to be a function of schooling.

The diverse functions undertaken by schools have
helped insure their growing prosperity, at least until
recently. To the basic product line of feading, writing,
and Arithmetic, 'schools have added custodial cane, pro-

' lision of ,an 'acceptable way to absorb the effects of
cybernation, a daMpening of the effects of a baby boom, -
and a complete range of personnel selection and screen-
ing devices for industry. All Of this for only 7% of the
GNP is a bargain in anybotly's book. After all, some
countries get much less for a much higher investment in
schooling.

But, evidently, the desirability of schooling ha's begun
to take a downturn in the last two years. Elementary-
enrollments have dropped; undergraduate enrollment in
colleges has, fallen below expectations; and federal,
support for the training of Ph.D.'s has been cut back
drastically. Teachers have begun to be spoken of as if
they were in oversupply; tenure started to be hard to
get, as did competitive offers tofaculty. Educators have
begun to speak of deschooling, of alternatives, and of
accountability- all signs of problems in the business.

Why?

First off, enrollment is declining, the number of
births has been dropping for the last five years, and tile
cohort of students entering elementary schools is smaller
this year than last, and last year than the year before.
Though some districts are still expanding their enroll-
ment, the expansion is at the expense of other districts
will are losing population. So far there is no end in
sight to that decline, although demographers promise an
uptm in the number of births in the 1980's under
ce assumptions.

more advanced levels, enrollment drops seem to be
attri 'stable to a notably tight job market for college
gran: ates. Initially, this may be viewed as a transitory
effect due to the troubled economic waters through
villa we are sailing. A look back at 14)11(1m:in's Box,

tbough, coupled with a reading of Berg,` Renshaw,'
and Collins," leads one to conclude that the tight'
,market will continue because there is'an oversupply of
just about', everybodyeven physicians in the near
future, according to Ginzberg.12

On top of this, there is new and disturbing informa-
tion about the role of schooling in the development of
personal and national wealth, Some pertinent data which
illustrate an opposing Viarliiiin that in support or the
dollar value of schooling is as follows:

(I )Within several occupations the number of years of
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schooling attained by workers has been rising over
time.

(2) There is an excess art supPly over demand for
educated people at all levels of education. Fur
example, in' 1960 the census listed 1.2 million
males in occupations which required a, college
degree. But 4.3 million males had such an educa-
tion.

(3) Many occupational skills can be and often are
learned on the job rather than in schools.

(4) Education is often used as a means of screening
out applicants for jobs. Consequently, the level of
education "required" to enter a job seems, o
inc ?ease with the supply of educated people. This
places a society wishing to use the school as a
vehicle for social mobility on an endless
treadmill -there can never be "enough" schooling
in the society.

(5) There is an oversupply of educated people in
countries of low economic development,
indicating that the demand for education does not
necessarily conic Peal); from the economy. A
similar trend can be found in the "oversupply", of
Ph.D.'s in the United States and Canada.

(6) The role of automation, which is often touted as
creating, demand for more highly skilled
employees, also simplifies tasks and thereby
reduces the skill levels required of the labor force.
Assenibly line methods are an example of this.

(7) There is some evidence that estimates of the value
of an education are too large; past estimates
didn't consider the plehtiful supply of educated
people available since the mid-sixties, a sikpply
destined to continue for some years.

(8) As the supply of people in occupations rises, there
is an attempt to "lock up" the occupation by
professionahzing it. That is usually done by
ihessasing the amount of schooling required for
entry iiffOhe profession,' 3

(9) On" top of all the above, there is growing evidence
of the ineffectiveness of schools as teaching..insti-
tutions.1 4

Such qualifications do not make good advertising
copy, for they make it difficult ,tqembraLe the proposi-

tion that schools are necessary in a growing tech-
nological society without serious res,rNa Guns. In

fairness, too, most of these qualification. weren't well
known when the advertising and promotion of schools as
economic saviors was begun. 1\l'iir were data deliberately
misused. Teachers and administrators actually believe
that schooling is necessary for economic advancement.
Such a belief is well founded in the world of the
teacher/administrator/professor, where degrees mean
prestige, promotion, and salary increases, but such a
direct tie between schooling and sodal status is rarer
outside school and government bureaucracies.

Cy bernation may also have adverse effect on schools.
Federal agencies, such as the National Science Founda-
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tion, and professional associations, such as engineers, as
well as private enterprise are all attempting to displace
teachers from the schools via a number of.teLhnulogkal
innovations. The most visible of these is Sesame Street,
but there are many others; some enjoying very lavish
financial support.

The long-term impact of cybernation on schools may
be most serious for teachers. As machines have begun' to
literally take over much of the routine in production, so,
too, they may It gin to take over the business of
instructing students in schools. The idea of comput-
erized instruction has been around for a long time. Many
of us tend to denigrate its,potchtial, pointing out its cost
and operational difficulties. To readers who seriously
doubt the possibility of using computers as teacher
surrogates, we can only caution that the rate of dcyclop.
ment- in cybernation is high. All that is required for
cybernation to become attractke to management is that
automated equipment be cheaper and more reliable than
the non-automated variety. The day when that will
occur in schooling is fast approaching, hastened in the
case of schools as it was in industry, by tire advent of
unionization, teacher resistance to accountability (as in
Washington DC), and government incentives. Thus, our
investment is not secure in that we can be replaced as
parts of the school organization by machinesand
probably within the workinglifetime of many of us.

their current crude state of development the
implications of cybernetic innovations are unclear. Butt
seems likely that the 'impact of a fully developed
technology on schools will conic not just as a replace-
ment for teachers in schools but as a whole new delivery
system. Technological innovation did not make it
possible to replace men with machines to wire radio
circuits, it made it possible to make circuits in new
ways- by printing them and photoredu,ing the prints to
make incredibly small circuits with little human partici-
pation.

It is likely that the same sort of thing will happen as
technology is brought to bear, on the problem of deliver-
ing education to people a whole new system,
completely." by pas:ang the existing plant. The beginning
signs are already there. Ac early as 1958. Fritz
Maehlup' s was writing of the knowledge industry of
which schools were only a part. It may be that this
industry as a whole will develop faster than skillools can
change to meet new markets, and that the schools
themselves will fail.

Finally, there are possible changes in technostructure
which will work to the disadvantage of schoals. Schools
serve as screening agencies for the tedthostructure by
providing certificates- 3hiLli are supposed to attest to
competence. If the structure becomes inure dk else, and
if it continues to change at a fairly high rate, schools
may become hard pressed to provide relevant certificates
because of organizational obstacles placed in the path of
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change in schools.' 6 The technostructure itself will have
to provide training. In this event, there is evidence of a
capacity and willingness to d(1 this now; for example, the
armed forces are the large-scale trainers of manpower in
the United States, technologically-based firms such as
IBM or Bell Telephone find it usetul to run their own
accreditation systems, stares Jrain their clerks and future
managers, and McDonald's runs a liamburger Univer-
sity.",

Also, agencies other than schools have begun to enter
the certification arena. Educational Testing Service has
begun to prepare tests of vocational ability, high school
equivalency examinations are now commonly used, and
no doubt other tests can be devised. These, if accepted,
threaten to break the monopoly held by schools on the
lives of children.

So much for the analysis. The future, to put it
bluntly, looks very bleak indeed. We have sold one
product, particularly well in the last 15 years, to our-
selves and to the public; but the public's desire for the
product is on the wane. Not only is-the market for the
product dwindling, but there are new competitors for
that market. Even efforts to improve schools, to make
them more attractive through attempts to implement
"alternatives," seem bedeviled by contradictions and
funding efforts. Accountability, or more, careful quality
cOntrol, won't alter the fact that we might be trying to

-sell an Eilsel when g best the world will purchase little
cars and what is really needed is anew transit system.
The economic dislocations we are about to experience in
school's seem very severe.

Should you buy or sell your stock in schools?
If we could, we would sell. It seems to us that the

recent increase in .the popularity of schools arose in
response, o a peculiar set of conditions. There was a
huge cohort of people to be socialized, there was a
massive effort to absorb the impact of technological
development with school, and there was aii increase in

'school-related aspects of the technostructure. The out-
look for the firit two factors is clearly bleak for at least
the short run.' f In 'fact, technOlogy may change from a
force which provides client enrollments to one which,
takes them away. The technostructure may choose to
rely less on schools as personnA screening devices; at an.-
rate,' it is hard to see how/schools could be used any
more extensively than they have been for the last five
years. Schools won't go away, but neither their
personnel nor their graduates will be rewarded as hand-
somely as has been the case in the recent past.

Neither we as individuals, however,,tror the society as
a whole, can get rid of our stock. The purchase price ofa
degree is not refundable, and schools are not very
marketable as office or warehouse space. In addition,
though investments may continue to decline with the
decrease in demand, affecting the value of the stock, the
stock will not become worthless. Nevertheless, though

4

we must retain our stock 'and though it will never be
valueless, we need not sit idly by and Adler .the decline
in the market. We could take' action to make the stock
more attractive,_ inducing increased speculation- in 1 i

schooling. This campaign should lead people to continue
to demandaccess to schooling. .

Since the labor market cannot currently absdrb all of
the graduates fiom schools, the campaign would be a-bit
fallacious. Because of that, school ileople,could'adempt

r -to maximize profit by not selling to everyone but by
restricting access- and charging higher prices to those
admitted. The effect of this would be to put schooled
manpower in relatively short supply and herice to drive
the price up. This, of course,ivould make the advertising
campaign ring true, since the schools would become
more important in their role as gatekeeper to the
economy.

ISecond, we could place tore emphasis on school
improvement based on notion like accountability' 8 and
career..education." These would convey to the public
the image that schools were doing something about
providing needed skills to their childrenand would
complement any campaign designed to show that
schooling led to wealth. They would also divert public
attention away from the role of schools as gatekeePers,'
which serve to prevent people from entering the world
of work, to the schools' role in facilitatiny, entry to the
work world.

Third, we need to recognize the Pact that schools are
very large employers of their own products. We could
continue to upgrade -the requirements for entry into
teaching. Perhaps a Master's degree ought to be a
minimal requirement to teach elementary children in .,
these complex times, and no less than a Ph.D. aspirant
ought to he allowed to face a high school class. Ph.D.'s
could be expected to have a couple of years of post-
doctoral study before entering the teaching ranks.

Finally, we need to seek out new markets. In a
country as wealthy as this surely we ought to be able to
deliver an education to everyone. Handicapped children
w;,o, 'for all the good intentions of our profession have
been overlooked for more pleasant surroundings, seem
to be a current fad, as are efforts to -get; into the
manpower retraining business. A sincere commitment to

.market development should produce other opportunities
which are not yet used.

In addition to the above-noted positive measures,
certain preventive steps should be taken to improve the
position of schools. For instance, efforts to establish
certification services outside the formal school system.
should be harassed as much as possible. Agencies such as
Educational Testing Service; which develops tests of
competence that can be taken by anyone rebrdless of
schooling, serve to allow students to bypass schools in
favoi of other ways .of learning. The growth of such
agencies must Be countered in order to PreServe the

6
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school system's methods' of allocating status, prestige, .
. -

and money.
t-'4.4 :

A les; inimediate threat, but a real one nonetheless, is
talk `61' "desc'hooling"2° society). Naturally, any effort to
decrease people's .dependence on the schools is not in
our interest as -shareholders and should be folight.
Fortunately, since any serious effort to "deschool".
society would have terrible consequences for the
economy, we need not fight that battle alone, Unions
and politicians can be expected to join school people
once children and unemployed teachers begin to flood
the labonnarket. This support should appear even as we
attempt to place large numbers of students in the Work
force as part of what is now called "cooperative educa

We need also to be warm!' school discount houses. A
number of schools have begun to get on the mail order
diploma bandwagon. The fact that these institutions can,
with the help.of modern technology, offer low -cost
degrees to people all over the nation, represents a serious,
new threat,. The resources of accrediting agencies and
state governments could be rallied to join with sch?ol
people in an effort to stop the expansion of these

forganizations. The effect of such procedura'would be to
keep ,people in school longer. This obviously,, would
delay entry. in the marketplace and allow time for the
market to adjust to new supplies in personnel through
natural attrition. If attrition proves inadequate for
creating vacancies to meet supply, it would be possible
a'nd even worthwhile to Wing about a policy of early
retirement, say at age 55, even though many would be
retired against their wishes. Manpower policies such as
these would be necessary to sustain credibility in the
certifying function of schools.

The second course of action involves equally drastic
measures as those suggested aboye. But whereas the
foregoing measures are designed to improve 'the social
position of schools, the following are designed to return
to schools the function of educating people. In com-
menting thusly We mean tp distinguish between getting
schooled and getting educated, though we do not intend
to specify the differences at this time.

Schools have been viewed for too long, we believe, as
social panaceas. School people and the lay public have
sought to redress America's social ills by means of
education since the inception of free public education,
as Perkinson has pointed out.2 ' We are ;overdue in
recognizing that schools are pawns in a 'midi larger ganiC
controlled essentially by economics. Probably, therefore,
schools. have gone about as far as they, can be expected
in altering the fife of the society at this time. In fact, as a
precondition to social refoim, society will have to
establish contrql over economic institutions. Christopher
Jencks is one of the later educators to recount this
point.2 2
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In,noting the powerful role of economics in ow social
life, we suggest that society address itself to,the,world of \
workto open up that world- and in the following vv,iys: .

'First, we need to broaden the concept of w,ork to
include categories presently excluded, excluded at least
from receiving payment for services rendered such as
volunteer labor, and second, we need to introduce new '
categories as well. We might go ,so far as-to reinstitute'
the 'WPA add the CCC. Third, to facilitate easier access
to ,the job, market by the young, we need to revise job
requirements where potable so that years of schooling
are of minimal importance.Berg, of course, attests to
this possibility.2 3 ,And fourth, we need to shorten the
work week, to shorten the working day, and to increase
the awount Of time off the job through long -vacations
and leaves of absence. Thus, at the same that we are
creating new jobs and easier access to them, we would be
redistributing leisure. We would not that, thus far in
Ametica, we have chosen to deliver most of the leisure
attained through our massive investments in technology
to the young and tike elderly. We ,propose, Instead, a
more equal distributikan.

We Auld irew the redistribution of leisure as a good
thing. First, it would be a humane way for all to share
the "benefits of technolouy. Second, it would help return, -
schools to their proper function which we suggest is
educati64

In itself, of Course., increased leisure delivered to all
thrOughout their working life %your(' be an insufficient
cause in returning schools to their proper function.
llovvver, coupled - with the other three factors we
propose to open up the world of work, it becomes
significant. One result is that schools would rid them-
selves of their custodial functions. This would be a
consequence of the increase, ip job opportunities, result-
ing from creating new jobs and creating vacatmes
through redistributing leisure, and allowing easier access
to those, jobs by the young, so that work would be it
viable alterUative to school' for many youths. We would
mention two additional benefits to increasing leisure.
Those with leisure time on their hands would become
clients for the schools. That is, schools could provide a
creative outlet fur dealing w ith' leisure truce, which leads -
to the final point. In providing ways,to deal creatively
with leisure, schools would need to ',develop new
curricula, We significant point being that SlIt11 curricula
will be learned by those who desire to know their

, contents, whether highly intellectual or strictly skill
oriented.

In ,opening up the world of work, we may well find
ourselves in the happy position of returning to schools
the function of educating people, while taking away
those custodial and certification functions which have so
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often served tao nuke a m6ckery of the SCIIQOIS' claims to

be educational institutions. We may also find the value

1.
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COMMENT: Till; WISAER EFFECT EMBRACtS EDUCAYTION

schooling, now buffetjd by
functions of certification
Anderson .and Tipton suggest,
user. institutions, like the
Hamburger University.

.
_

Even greater dversifkation is possible, however. For
example, one -Kenyan group, Sanborn polygamists,
warehouse their bachelor youths in the Moran, which
boondoggles them on remote natiunal uard maneuvers,
often till age 26! Anktso the school that Arthur Bestor's
followers would make the human pinnacle is revealed
anthropologically as a mere zeitgeist pip.
, Anderson and Lipton's report connotes, then, that we
leave to sornithing like educational sociology the
parochialism of analyzing the rectangular depositories
called sejtools. ,Eduotional anthrbpology must instead
spotlight irier-generational transmission in a words
enculturation.'

Henry C. Burger

Anderson, Lipton, and Morros have prk vided a paper
with both conceptual and practical implications. Because
our Subdiscipline notoriously lacks concepts, I shall focus
on them.'

Clark.,Wissler once noted '(Amer. J. Soc., 1916, Pp.
656.61) that it was insufficient 'for the Pilgrims simply
to adopt the Amerindian's cam as a crop; they simul-
taneously had to 'add fertilizer, change their tools, and
the like. And ,o, while the elements of a given situation
may be particularized, they actually are litter-influential.
Hence, a phenomenon of one' 'sector may drift to
another. (When a disease does so, phy sicians speak of
metastasis.) At the singe culture level, we may term tills
often. implied but undefined relationship as the Wissler
Effect. Sail holism discredits Maliuowski's belief that
each biological neetd ,in the individipl creates one single
purpose institution that4or example, "bodily comforts
produce Dress" (Amer. J. Soc., 1939, p. 942).

But the transferral. conditions depend on many
factors, essentially- Darwipian. Consider Euroamerican

economic oscillations. Its
and technical training,

.arc being embraced by the
McDonald's restaurants'

THE PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL:I

SOLUTION TO OR REFLECTION OF SOCIETAL ILLS?

Marilyn R. Cohn
Washington University

Mary Ellen Finch
Maryville College

liitrodnction
Despite innumerable attempts at educational innova-

tion in recent years, increasing numbers of students and
teachers have become so disaffected with secondary
education in America tInit they have struck out on their
own to create a drastically different educational u
setting the public alternative high school:2 In older to
determine what stance, if any, 4.; as teacher-educators
ought to tak'e toward this latest change effort, the
authors engaged in a'participant obs,ervation. study 3 of
two public alternative high schools in the St. Louis
metropolitan area. A brief summary Of the study and a
more detSiled description and analysis of the findings
will be the focus of this article. ,

9

Perspective: Societal Critics \/
'Phase One of the inxtstigation was an attempt to

delineate, through a reading of current 'sociological
essays, some of the larger societal factors which might
have created 'student unrest and givcik impetus to the
development of alternative schools. In reviewing thi)
recent literature, we found some suggesting that the
need for highly trained personnel in our technological
society clashes directly ,with the individual's need for
personal integrity, and that since schools are presently
geared nitore toward efficiency than toward individual
fulfillment, serious student dissatisfaction results (Wirth,.
1971, Toffler, 1970). Others link the discontent of young
people more directly with the notion that in modern
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